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 ORIGINAL ARTICLES.
 Tunis: Tatu. With Plate I-J. Ling Roth.
 Tatu in Tunis. By H. Ling Roth.
 A few years ago, through the kindness of Mr. Arthur V. Lilley, I was enabled IL
 to purchase the stock-in-trade of a native professional tatuer of Tunis, who had
 expressed the desire to give up
 the work as he had developed
 qualms of conscience which, as
 a Mahomedan, troubled him.
 The instruments consisted
 of four watchmaker's tool-holders
 (Figs. 9, 10, 11, the fourth being
 a similar tool to Fig. 11). These
 are fitted with European needles.
 He also had a pricker, which
 consisted of a small cylindrically-
 shaped piece of wood (Fig. 12)
 with five needles at one end,
 fixed in position by means of
 gum or wax. Also two tools
 (Fig. 13), which may be de-
 scribed as lancets hammered out
 of a piece of wire and sharpened
 at the flattened end. According
 to the fineness of the lines in the
 design the operator used one or
 more needles, and for certain
 designs not specified the skin was cut with the lancets. The colouringf matter was made
 of lamp-black, alcohol, and gum, anid the operation was finished at one sitting. For
 the simpler patterns the design was lightly marked on the skin or pricked on without
 any preliminary outline drawing. For elaborate designs,
 printing blocks crudely incised out of flat pieces of hard
 wood (Figs. 14-23) were used. The surface of the blocks
 was blackened, and the imprint being made therefrom, the
 operator proceeded with the pricking.
 If the ink and tools were not good or clean, blood
 poisoning ensued, but otherwise, after the skin had swelled for a day or two, it
 usually resumed its normal state plus the pattern.
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 TUNISIAN TATU DESIGNS.
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 There seemed to have been no specified period in a person's life when he or she was
 tatued, but girls might receive additional marks on arriving at puberty.
 The object of the tatuing was mnanifold, but in principle it was expected to act
 as a charm. The design illustrated in Fig. 6 is found one on each cheek, one on the
 centre of the forehead, and one on the chin to give beauty to the bearer, and is evidently
 a corrupt form of Westermarck's hand emblem. The design, Fig. 1, was put on
 the joints to relieve
 i rheumatic pains.
 t Fig. 2: a serpent, ap-
 propriately a charm
 against snake bite. Fig. 3 : a lock plate, three of which
 were tatued on the chest to give health to the lungs.
 Fig. 4: This star is often found on the temples to
 strengthen or heal the eyes. Fig. 24 : tatued on the outside of the lower part of the
 leg from the ankle upwards to give strengtb. Fig. 7: a sign of swearing eternal
 friendship, evidently an introduced form. Fig. 5 : generally tatued on soldiers' arms
 FIG. 17. FIG. 18. FIG. 19.
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 to give them courage. Fig. 8: a design tatued on the back of the wrist, the chains
 hanging down the hand; supposed to give strength, the fish being a sign of good luck.
 Figs. 25 and 26 are copied out of the professional tatuer's book of designs, which is an
 old French cash column memorandum book (cahier),
 8 in. x 61 in. (20 cm. x 15 cm.). The designs in
 this book cover a wide area, nothing appearing to
 come amiss, as, for instance, the illustration, Fig. 16,
 which is copied from the trade mark of a Lyons silk
 manufacturer. There are also sketches of a lamp-
 post, guns, bicycles, several women, mostly indecent
 (under European influence), a steam engine, fishes,
 roses, birds, horsemen, &c. Against some of these
 illustrations a price is placed, evidently the cost of
 tatuing that particular design; thus Fig. 24 costs
 three francs. Fig. 26 is probably a charm against the
 evil eye. There is in the designs a great mixture of
 native and low-class European ideas, and altogether the art as carried out by this
 professional tatuer was in a low state. HY. LING ROTH.
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 Sinai. Thompson.
 Note on the Antiquities of Sinai. By R. Cacmpbell Thompson, M.A.
 In his article in the Auigust number of MAN on the Sinaitic temple, Professor 73
 Petrie brings forward some criticisms of my remarks in the June number:-
 (I.) Professor Petrie corrects my spelling " Saraabit el-Khadm" to "Serabit el
 Khadem." The Arabic form, according to Palmer, is given in the Ordnance Survey,
 Part I., p. 290, as Sarabit el Kbhadim, both second and third syllables being accented.
 Professor Petrie himself is inconsistent, as in his letter to the Times of May 23 he spells
 it " Sarabit el Khadem."
 (2.) I mentioned the plans and work which had been done at the temple before my
 visit, because I thotught that the elaborate work of the Ordnance Survey, both topo-
 graphical and archoeological, as well as the careful observations of Lepsius and Benedite,
 were worthy of a fuller description than that given in Professor Petrie's letter that
 " no visitors to this temple had stayed nmore than a day or two, and scarcely any digging
 " had been done in the ruins."
 (3.) The next objection that Professor Petrie raises is that " the steles in the shrine
 " court are not 'much older than the rest,' the earliest steles being the long series in
 the XII dynasty approach to the temple," but he has not quoted me correctly. What
 I said was " are for the most part muchi older than the rest, dating as they do to the
 " XII dynasty." On M. Bene'dite's plan (published in Maspero's Ilistoire Ancienne,
 Vol. I., p. 474) the shrine court is shown to contain ten steloe, all of this date, whiile
 the long series in the XII dyniasty approach, according to the same authority, contains
 only eight of the XII dynasty. The other stelve are of much later date.
 (4.) Professor Petrie objects to my description of the temple as " merely a little
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